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A Word of Welcome to LIC Supervisors and Students 
Greetings to you in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ!  

I would like to express sincere appreciation to all pastors and ministry leaders of Leadership in Context sites for 
your faithful service as an LIC supervisor. Thank you for providing the student with a healthy ministry setting for 
contextual learning and for being a wise mentor with whom to reflect on the challenges and joys of parish ministry, 
you are a blessing-- not only to this individual student but also to the future ministry contexts they will serve. 

For all students, I would share a similar word of encouragement and support.  These three semesters of LIC will 
help you begin to explore and develop your ministry leadership identity, discover and further grow in your skills for 
ministry, continue the process of discernment of God’s call, and help prepare you for the challenges of internship. 

As Trinity continues to live into our degree program curriculum revisions, we enter the third recent iteration of field 
placement. First, this field placement was called Ministry in Context. The name was shifted to Leadership in 
Context in 2016 and a three-semester, one credit-hour seminar series was added alongside the placement to provide 
tools for reading the context and reflecting theologically. As we experimented with this new iteration of field 
placement, we found we were not able to introduce the tools for reading the context or theological reflection at the 
level of depth we desired in one-credit hour seminars. Because we see reading the context and theological reflection 
as critical tools for successful ministry in a rapidly changing culture and church, we have decided to repackage the 
seminars into a full three-credit hour course that students will take during their second year of Leadership in 
Context placement. 

Our hope is that through having more focused class time during one semester, students will be able to read, analyze, 
dig deeper and better apply their learning to their field placement site. 

When students are taking the new 3-credit hour Reading the Context course, they will have specific assignments 
asking them to research their Leadership in Context site. Other practical ministry courses may also invite students 
to try out new skills in their Leadership in Context site. It is the responsibility of the student to let their supervisor 
know as early as possible in the semester if they will be asked to participate in a particular way. That way, if a 
particular assignment will not work in a specific context, the student will have time to work with their professor on 
an alternate assignment. 

Students are highly encouraged to share the Reading the Contexts syllabus with their supervisor at the start of the 
semester the semester they take that course because of its heavy connection to the student’s participation in their 
Leadership in Context site. 

We also encourage students to use their Leadership in Context placement as a sandbox to begin trying out skills 
they are learning in practical ministry courses such as Person in Ministry, Care of Souls, Leading the Church’s 
Song or other music classes, Preaching, etc. Reflection with their supervisor and observation of the ministries at 
work in their placement site will also allow students to begin considering how content learned in other courses such 
as Biblical studies, theology, history, ethics, and others might play out in the real world. 
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Because students will not be in one class that tracks with them throughout the three-semester placement, it will be 
highly important that students and supervisors bring questions or concerns to the office of Contextual Education as 
soon as they occur so that we can resolve any issues and help students make the most of their learning experience. 
This way, we won’t come to a natural check-in at the end of the semester and regret that an issue is just coming to 
our attention that could have been resolved earlier. 

This manual will include general requirements for the Leadership in Context placement as well as suggestions for 
how the student and supervisor might make the best use of the Leadership Placement. 

On behalf of Trinity Lutheran Seminary and the church-at-large, I am thankful to be, with you, a worker in the 
kingdom of God. 

Yours in Christ, 

 
Rev. Dr. Anne C.S. Marshall 
Director of Contextual and Experiential Formation 
Trinity Lutheran Seminary 
2199 E. Main St. 
Columbus, OH 43209 
614-236-6268 
Amarshall2@capital.edu 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:Amarshall2@capital.edu
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Important Dates & Deadlines 
 

Semester 1 

What Is Due Due Date Delivery Method 

Semester 1 Placements Start January 27th, 2020  

Learning and Serving Covenant  February 7th, 2020 Email  

Mid Semester Eval Disbursement March 2nd, 2020 Qualtrics 

Mid Semester Eval Student March 13th, 2020 Qualtrics 

Mid Semester Eval Supervisor March 13th, 2020 Qualtrics 

Spring Break March 16th-20th, 2020 No Classes 

Easter Break April 9th-13th, 2020 No Classes 

Final Semester  Eval Disbursement April 24th, 2020 Qualtrics 

Final Semester Eval Student May 8th, 2020 Qualtrics 

Final Semester Eval Supervisor May 8th, 2020 Qualtrics 

Last Day of Semester May 8th, 2020  

 

Semester 2 

What Is Due Due Date Delivery Method 

Semester 2 Placements Start August 24th, 2020  

Learning and Serving Covenant  September 4th, 2020 Email  

Trinity Days October 1st, 2020 No Classes 

Mid Semester Eval Disbursement September 28th, 2020 Qualtrics 

Mid Semester Eval Student October 9th, 2020 Qualtrics 

Mid Semester Eval Supervisor October 9th, 2020 Qualtrics 

Fall Break October 12th-16th, 2020 No Classes 

Final Semester  Eval Disbursement November 16th, 2020 Qualtrics 

Thanksgiving Break November 23rd-27th, 2020 No Classes 

Final Semester Eval Student December 4th, 2020 Qualtrics 

Final Semester Eval Supervisor December 4th, 2020 Qualtrics 

Last Day of Semester December 4th, 2020  
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Semester 3 

What Is Due Due Date Delivery Method 

Semester 3 Placements Start January 11th, 2021  

MLK Day January 18th, 2021 No Classes 

Learning and Serving Covenant  January 22nd, 2021 Email  

Mid Semester Eval Disbursement February 22nd, 2021 Qualtrics 

Mid Semester Eval Student March 5th, 2021 Qualtrics 

Mid Semester Eval Supervisor March 5th, 2021 Qualtrics 

Spring Break March 8th-12th, 2021 No Classes 

Easter Break April 1st-5th, 2021 No Classes 

Final Semester  Eval Disbursement April 8th, 2021 Qualtrics 

Final Semester Eval Student April 23rd, 2021 Qualtrics 

Final Semester Eval Supervisor April 23rd, 2021 Qualtrics 

Last Day of Semester April 23rd, 2021  
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LIC Expectations for Students 
 

● Students should spend an average of 6-8 hours a week engaged in their Leadership in 
Context ministry site. Not all of those hours will be face-to-face every week. For example, if 
a student is asked to lead a Sunday school class or a Bible study, they will need to spend 
time preparing for engaging in the ministry site in that way. The hours spent in preparation 
also count towards a student’s 6-8 hour a week average. There might be a week that a special 
event is occurring at the church that the student and supervisor agree is a good use of the 
student’s engagement. If the student spends 8 hours on a Saturday involved in a special 
event and then all of Sunday morning engaging in typically weekly worship, they may adjust 
their hours of engagement during the following week so that they can adequately juggle all 
of their responsibilities. 

● Students will take the lead scheduling supervision sessions with their supervisor. 
● Students will take the initiative to seek out learning opportunities. 
● Submit a learning and serving covenant (which includes learning goals and a time budget) at 

the beginning of each semester. Discuss your learning plan with your supervisor to make 
sure they agree with what you are planning. When you submit a final draft of your learning 
and serving covenant, cc’ your supervisor on the email so they can email a reply to sign off 
on it. 

● Complete the mid-semester check-in survey. 
● At the end of each semester, you will turn in an activity log that describes how you actually 

ended up serving in your LIC site. It is ok if it does not directly match with how you 
proposed you would use your time in your time budget. 

● Complete the self-evaluation form in Qualtrics at the end of each semester and discuss your 
self-evaluation and supervisor’s evaluation in a supervision session. 

● While this is not an academic course with credits assigned to it, the ability to fulfill 
responsibilities in your LIC placement is one way you show readiness for internship and 
professional ministry.  

● Failure to turn in your learning and serving covenant, mid-point check-in, final evaluation, 
or activity log, or to engage a sufficient amount of hours in your LIC placement will result in 
a marginal or fail for that semester’s LIC placement. 

Note: The Office of Contextual Education will be tracking submission of your required 
documentation. Unless something on an evaluation raises a flag that further conversation is needed, 
or you request a check-in from the Contextual Education office, you will likely not receive 
feedback on your submitted items. 
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LIC Expectations for Supervisors 
 

● Meet with your student at least one hour every two weeks for a supervision session.  

● Provide mentoring and feedback to the student throughout the placement period. 

● Help the student know what events and experiences might be particularly fruitful to 
participate in. It will be helpful for the student to be given suggestions and dates at the 
beginning of each semester so that they can appropriately plan their time budget. 

● Sign-off on student’s learning and serving covenant each semester. After the student has had 
a conversation with you about their proposed learning goals and time budget, the student 
should cc’ you when they submit it to the seminary. You can sign-off by replying to that 
email letting the seminary know you have seen their learning plan and agreed to what they 
are proposing. 

● Fill out the mid-semester check-in survey. 

● Complete an evaluation of the student at the end of each semester and share your feedback 
with the student in a supervision session. 

● Sign-off on the student’s final activity log at the end of the semester. The student should cc’ 
you when they submit their activity log to the seminary at the end of each semester. You can 
sign-off by replying to that email telling the seminary you have seen it and it accurately 
describes the student’s involvement at the placement site that semester. 
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What Makes for a Good LIC Experience 
Interaction with the Pastor 

Most students come to the LIC site wanting interaction with (and attention from) their supervisor. 
Supervision and mentoring can become some of the most formative hours that a student spends 
with their LIC site. When students engage deeply in supervision, the rest of their contact hours 
become more meaningful as well. 

Students may too quickly assume that they are ready to do all types of ministry and want to be seen 
as a colleague.  Or they may go to the other extreme and be afraid of being a colleague or hesitant 
to begin taking on a pastoral role. In either case conversation between student and supervisor is 
called for. 

It is expected that the student and LIC supervisor will have twice-monthly meetings to process the 
LIC experiences. 

Involvement in the Site 

It is always helpful to formally introduce the LIC students to the congregation or community in 
some way – in the newsletter, verbally on Sunday morning, or in some other appropriate manner. 
Additionally, the student is to be afforded the opportunity to introduce themselves at each worship 
service at the beginning of the LIC placement. 

There should be participation in both lay and public ministry roles with a good balance of public 
visibility and behind-the-scenes service.  Preaching, teaching, committee work, worship leadership 
(as a lector or assisting minister), calling/caregiving, and areas of ministry to which they have been 
little exposed can all be arenas of worthwhile involvement. LIC is a great opportunity for students 
to observe and begin to understand behind-the-scenes administrative work such as what goes into 
planning and leading council or board meetings, budget, and finance processes, etc. Because of 
student’s class schedules, a student may not have the opportunity to experience some areas of 
ministry during LIC. Supervision sessions can be great opportunities for a student to think through 
concrete examples of those ministries even if they can’t be there in person. For instance, it may not 
work in a student’s schedule to meet with a family alongside the pastor to see how she plans a 
funeral. The student and supervisor can still discuss how to carry out funeral planning during a 
supervision session.  Students will be asked to connect their experience in their LIC site with their 
learning during the seminary’s curriculum. This will be especially true the semester the student is 
enrolled in Reading the Context. 

A student should not be assigned a role for which adequate support is lacking. It will be helpful for 
supervisors to remember that for some students, it might be the first time they are being asked to do 
a particular task. Giving clear instructions and plenty of time for preparation will enable the student 
to serve most successfully in their placement.  
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Diversity of Experiences 

The intention of the LIC placement is not so that the student can fulfill a program need at the 
church, but so the student can see and begin to experience the breadth of roles, tasks, and skills that 
are involved in being in public ministry. If a student has been hired by the congregation to lead in a 
program area of the church, and the Director of Contextual Education has agreed to the student also 
fulfilling their Leadership in Context placement within the same organization, it will be important 
for the student and supervisor to both work to ensure that the student is getting the same breadth of 
experience as their classmates who are not fulfilling a program role. In these situations, it may 
mean that the student needs to add on some unpaid hours at the site in order to have experiences 
outside of their program role. If either the student or supervisor has any questions or concerns 
about how to manage combining the objectives of the program position and the Leadership in 
Context program, please speak to the Director of Contextual and Experiential Formation 
immediately. 

Conscious Design of Involvement 

The process of creating a learning and serving covenant has been a way of bringing focus to the 
involvement.  It is helpful, especially in the first semester, for the pastor to make suggestions about 
particular opportunities that might be good ways of getting to know the congregation and engaging. 
A student may or may not intuitively know which events or experiences are the most important to a 
congregation. By helping the student consider the calendar of events at the church as well as 
understanding the student’s hopes and desires, the student will be able to appropriately plan their 
contact hours for the highest learning impact. 

Acknowledgment of Significant Others/Family 

Seminary focuses on helping students develop their public ministry identity. This identity also 
impacts their significant others. Helping a student think about what their shift in identity might 
mean to their family can be a helpful conversation for supervision. Students may want guidance 
about how to share about their significant others and how their significant others can appropriately 
be involved in a ministry site at the level that they desire. It will be helpful for students and 
supervisors to keep in mind that each ministry professional ultimately must figure out their own 
way of how they navigate combining their public ministry role with their connections to family. 
We encourage supervisors to find out early on if the student has significant others the student 
would like to have introduced to the congregation or connected to specific ministries. 
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Supervisor Qualities 

We’ve asked students what type of supervision has been most helpful to them.  Out of our surveys 
and questionnaires, the following qualities were identified.  They found most helpful a supervisor 
who is: 

● Authentic 

● Willing to share self 

● Warm 

● Trusting of the student’s abilities 

● Supportive 

● Helpful to the student in defining the opportunities and limits for their work 

● Willing to give the student the freedom to fail within any designated 
responsibilities 

● Affirming of the student’s successes 

● Able to help the student realize their growth potential 

● Willing to deal with the student’s weaknesses 

● Able to recognize the student’s anxieties 

● Willing to confront the student emotionally, theologically, and spiritually 

● An active listener 

● Insightful 
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Student Self Assessment 
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Learning & Serving Covenant Instructions 
The Learning and Serving covenant consists of learning goals and a time budget. Each semester, a 
learning and serving covenant should be created to guide a student’s involvement and learning at 
their LIC site. Final versions of your learning goals and time budget should be emailed to TLS 
Contextual Education at tlscontextualed@capital.edu and your supervisor. Please refer to the 
important dates and deadlines timeline on page 4 to see when it is due each semester. We will then 
ask your supervisor to reply to the email letting us know that they have reviewed your proposed 
learning plan and are in agreement with what you have outlined. If you are not able to discuss your 
learning covenant with your supervisor before the deadline, please submit a draft copy so we know 
that you have done your work towards completing this assignment. When you turn in your draft 
copy, let us know when you plan to discuss your learning covenant with your supervisor and when 
we might expect to receive a final version of your learning goals. 

Part One: Learning Goals 

Create one to two learning goals for yourself in consultation with your LIC supervisor. Think about 
your current level of experience as a ministry leader and what would be most meaningful to focus 
on as you continue to develop.  Use the goals to help focus your contact hours at your Leadership 
in Context congregation as well as your supervision time. Note: During the semester you take 
Reading the Context, you will be expected to spend time researching your LIC site. Consider the 
assignments you will be asked to complete as you create your learning goals and how you plan to 
use your LIC contact hours. It is ok to include hands on assignment time as part of your LIC time 
log. 

 Make sure to consult with your supervisor before finalizing your learning goals to ensure your 
goals are attainable in your specific LIC setting. 
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Learning goals should be SMART: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Time Bound 

  Example Goal 1 Example Goal 2 

Specific: What exactly 
will you accomplish? 

Become proficient in pastoral care visits 
in a congregational setting. 

Understand how change is successfully 
introduced in my LIC congregation. 

Measurable: How 
will you know when 
you reach it? 

I will have gone on at least 5 pastoral 
care visits. My confidence will be 
improved. I will no longer feel nervous 
about going on a pastoral care visit. I 
will have ideas about how my style 
might differ from my supervisor’s style 
in providing pastoral care. 

At the end of the semester, I will be able to 
describe to my supervisor a change that 
occurred and what factors led to its 
successful implementation. My supervisor 
will give me feedback as to whether my 
insights are accurate or not. 

Attainable 
(Resources): Is 
achieving the goal 
realistic with effort & 
commitment?  What 
resources do you need 
to achieve this goal? 

Help from my supervisor in selecting a 
congregation member to visit. Advice 
from my supervisor about how they 
approach pastoral care. Opportunities to 
visit. 

Regular supervision meetings with my 
supervisor where I bring my observations 
and questions to better understand what I 
am seeing and experiencing. Interaction 
with congregation members to understand 
their perspectives. Conversations in LIC 
class and frames that are presented in class. 

Relevant: Why is this 
goal significant to your 
ministry leadership 
formation? 

  

Pastoral care is a key aspect of ministry. 
In addition to providing spiritual care to 
those in need, it helps the pastor 
develop relationships with the 
congregation. 

In order to be a successful ministry leader 
in the 21st century, it is important to know 
how to lead change. 

Time Bound: When 
will this goal be 
achieved? 

By the end of the semester. By the end of the semester. 
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Part Two: Time Budget 

In addition to your learning goals, please map out how you plan to use your LIC contact hours. 
Please discuss your time budget with your LIC supervisor to make sure you are both on the same 
page about how you will be involved in your LIC site this semester. You may need to make some 
substitutions during the semester, but starting out with a time budget will help you think through 
how to best use your time during LIC.  A student should complete 78-104 contact hours each 
semester. 

Sample Time Budget 

Activity or 
Experience 

Frequency Prep Time Public Service 
Time/Time at 

Site 

Total 

Attend worship as a 
participant observer 
to better understand 
the rhythms of 
worship life and 
build relationships 
with the 
congregation 

Every other week (six 
times) 

  1 (if only one 
worship service. 
Could be more if 
you are liturgist at 
multiple services) 

6 

Liturgist during 
worship 

Every other week 

(6 times total) 

1 hour 1 (if only one 
worship service. 
Could be more if 
you are liturgist at 
multiple services) 

12 

Preach October 29 1 time 10 hours 1 hour 11 

Teach Sunday 
School 

  

3 weeks (two weeks 
with adults October 1 
and October 8), one 
week with elementary 
aged children 
November 12) 

2 hours 1 hour 9 
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Observe/participate 
in confirmation 
class 

4 weeks (give dates 
this will occur) 

  1 hour 4 

Serve as teacher’s 
helper in pre-school 
class 

2 weeks 

(give dates this will 
occur) 

30 minutes to talk 
with the teacher, 
find out what they 
are doing and 
how you can be 
most helpful 

2 hours 2.5 

Supervision Every other week (6 
times) 

½ hour 1.5 hours 12 

Interviewing 
stakeholders/engagi
ng course materials 
in the context of 
your LIC 
congregation 

Before or after most 
classes (4 remaining 
classes) 

Prep time is 
budgeted into 
LIC 
class/homework 
time 

4-6 hours 5 

Attend council 
meetings to see how 
council deliberates 
over proposed 
changes 

October and 
November Council 
meetings 

  2 hours per 
council meeting 

4 

Talk to council 
president and other 
key leaders to 
understand their 
leadership style and 
insight into how 
changes have been 
successfully 
introduced in the 
past 

3 conversations 1 hour to prepare 
questions for 
conversations 

1 hour per 
conversation 

(1 X 3) 

4 
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Visit congregation 
members in nursing 
homes 

5 visits (if possible list 
weeks these will occur 
based on churches 
needs and balancing 
other LIC 
commitments) 

  5 5 

Attend 
congregation’s big 
mission dinner 

1 time 

November 12) 

3 hours (helping 
cook and talking 
to volunteers 
about the prep 
work that goes 
into pulling off 
the mission 
dinner as well as 
what they see as 
the purpose of the 
event and their 
purpose na 

  4 

Lead youth group 2  times 

(give dates) 

2 hours per event. 
Devotion, games, 
activities and 
snacks 

2 hours per 
sessions 

8 

Visit an 
organization that the 
congregation is 
involved with or 
would like to 
explore becoming 
involved with. 
Learn about 
organization, it’s 
mission and how it 
relates to 
congregations. 

(give date or target 
week this will occur) 

  2 hours 2 
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Interview 
stakeholders for 
congregational 
interview paper 

Week of December 4 Preparation time 
is counted as part 
of LIC II 
academic class 
coursework hours 

3 hours 3 

Total       91.5 
hours 
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Activity Log Samples 
 
Below are two examples of how you may submit your activity logs. Feel free to use any format you prefer as long 
as it is clear, but keep in mind that at the end of the semester, you have to turn it in to tlscontextualed@capital.edu 
with your supervisor cc’d. The average time spent at your site will be 6-8 hours per week and should total 78-104 
hours by the end of the semester. It is sometimes beneficial to edit your time budget, but there are times where your 
budget and actual activity log will be very different, and it could be a benefit to change the formatting. Your 
supervisor will then reach out and confirm your activity log looks correct. Most students find it helpful to treat this 
like a weekly timesheet and write out your daily and weekly times each week.  

 
Table Format 
 

Date Activity Hours 
Feb 3rd ● Discussed learning and serving covenant with pastor  

● We discussed how the first communion class that i was going helping to 
reach 

● Pastor walked me through contacts in the church and who can assist with 
different aspects of the church 

● Greeted the congregation after the services and began to see what it is like 
for the minister to say hello and have short discussions with congregations 
members 

● Met with coffee and set up team to assist and see how set up before service 
happens 

6 

Feb 10th ● Talked about me leading a small lenten bible study that would take place 
on sunday 

● Pastor and I spoke about being a pastoral presence for a congregation 
member 

● Arrived early to help set up 5pm service and for book signing event 
afterwards  

● Went to 5pm service, greeted the congregation afterward and stayed for 
social gathering.  

○ Still figuring out how to join all parts of the community without 
excluding anyone. Easy to talk with everyone 

● Met with church secretary to learn how to set up church bulletins and 
discuss other administrative duties  

7.5 

Feb 17th ● Pastor and I checked in on how our supervisor and student relationship has 
progressed 

● Assigned a congregation member to assist with being a pastoral presence 
for 

● Met with Youth group that was preparing for the event and assisted in set. 
Also go the opportunity to ask them questions about their youth group and 
gathered insight on them. 

● Helped with setting up the first communion classroom and with the baking 
as a surprise for the class 

6.5 
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● Met with contemporary worship leader, to get ideas as to how they pick 
songs, get ideas and discover his resource information  

● Had the chance to pour water into the baptismal font while doing the 
opening greeting 

Feb 24th ● Assisted with communion by giving bread to class of third graders that I 
was apart of a class I got to help teach.  

● Prepared for weekly service  
● Attended staff meeting and learned how this meeting is essential to church 

function 
● Met with congregation members as pastoral presence. I got to know him 

and learn more about what was happening in this life.  
● During weekly check in with pastor, we discussed how the finances of the 

church work for this congregation, and the policies of financial record 
keeping.  

8 

Toal Hours: 
Total Hours for Semester: 

28 
78-104 

 
List Format 
 

● Feb 3rd 
● Total Hours for the Week: 6 

○ Discussed learning and serving covenant with pastor  
○ We discussed how the first communion class that i was going helping to reach 
○ Pastor walked me through contacts in the church and who can assist with different aspects of the 

church 
○ Greeted the congregation after the services and began to see what it is like for the minister to say 

hello and have short discussions with congregations members 
○ Met with coffee and set up team to assist and see how set up before service happens 

● Feb 10th 
● Total Hours for the Week: 7.5 

○ Talked about me leading a small lenten bible study that would take place on sunday 
○ Arrived early to help set up 5pm service and for book signing event afterwards  
○ Went to 5pm service, greeted the congregation afterward and stayed for social gathering.  

■ Still figuring out how to join all part of the community without excluding anyone. Easy to 
talk with everyone 

○ Met with church secretary to learn how to set up church bulletins and discuss other administrative 
duties  

● Feb 17th 
● Total Hours for the Week: 6.5 

○ Pastor and I checked in on how our supervisor and student relationship has progressed 
○ Assigned a congregation member to assist with being a pastoral presence for 
○ Met with Youth group that was preparing for the event and assisted in set. Also go the opportunity to 

ask them questions about their youth group and gathered insight on them. 
○ Helped with setting up the first communion classroom and with the baking as a surprise for the class 
○ Met with contemporary worship leader, to get ideas as to how they pick songs, get ideas and 

discover his resource information  
○ Had the chance to pour water into the baptismal font while doing the opening greeting 
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● Feb 24th 
● Total Hours for the Week: 8 

○ Assisted with communion by giving bread to class of third graders that I was apart of a class I got to 
help teach.  

○ Prepared for weekly service  
○ Attended staff meeting and learned how this meeting is essential to church function 
○ Met with congregation members as pastoral presence. I got to know him and learn more about what 

was happening in this life.  
○ During weekly check in with pastor, we discussed how the finances of the church work for this 

congregation, and the policies of financial record keeping.  
 

● Total Hours: 28 
● Total Hours for Semester 78-104  
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Student MidPoint Check-In Forms 
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Supervisor MidPoint Check-In Forms 
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End of Semester Student  
Evaluation Form 
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End of Semester Supervisor  
Evaluation Form 
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Procedures for a Troubled Placement 
1.   Notify the Contextual Education Office of a Potential Problem 

Students and/or Supervisors should feel free to call or make an appointment with the Director of 
Contextual and Experiential Formation at any time to discuss the LIC experience, and particularly 
if they feel that the seminary should be made aware of potential problems that may be arising.  The 
following are some suggestions as to when it is advisable to call: 

● There is evidence of poor or conflicted communication on repeated occasions. 
● Either the supervisor or the student experiences a constant tension in their relationship. 
● The student and/or supervisor are experiencing sexism, ageism, or racism on the part of the 

other. 
● The supervisor or student may need an extended leave (e.g., for an illness). 
● The supervisor becomes aware that he or she might leave the congregation through 

retirement or resignation of call. 
● There is evidence of sexual harassment or misconduct on the part of the student or the 

supervisor. 
●  (The basic notion here is that if either party wonders if the seminary should be contacted, 

the call should be made.) 

2.   Contextual Education's Response 

The Director of Contextual and Experiential Formation will engage the caller in a caring manner. 
Suggestions will be offered.  Follow-up will be assured.  If, after a reasonable time in the opinion 
of those in the context, the problems appear to persist, the following procedures may be initiated: 

● A face-to-face meeting of the supervisor, the student, and the Director of Contextual and 
Experiential Formation. 

● The student's faculty advisor, and/or the Academic Dean may be notified of the difficulties 
and may be invited to be part of face-to-face conversations.  In some cases it may also be 
appropriate to consult with members of the Synod staff or the student's Candidacy 
Committee. 

NOTE:   No LIC experience may be terminated unilaterally by the supervisor or by the student.  If 
the termination question arises, it should be dealt with in consultation with the Director of 
Contextual and Experiential Formation. 
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3.   If an LIC Experience is terminated 

In rare instances an LIC experience may be terminated prior to the completion of the academic 
year.  In such cases the LIC supervisor, in consultation with the Contextual Education Committee, 
will determine what (if any) additional LIC experience is needed for the student to fulfill the 
seminary's LIC requirement. 

NOTE:   This document follows closely the procedures used to address problems that may arise 
during internship. 

 

 
 


